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Consumer Debt

• Individually, socially and societally meaningful consumer 
problem

• Total household debt rose to $112.84 trillion in the second 
quarter of 2017

• The Federal Reserve Bank says, “Flows of credit card 
balances into both early and serious delinquencies climbed 
for the third straight quarter – a trend not seen since 2009”

• More than one quarter of HH earning $55K to 90K annually 
have less than 3 months of savings







CCCS Course



Our Interest: Temptation

• Temptation is a common consumer experience
• Marketers seek to fuel temptation 

Ø“You deserve a break today”
Ø“You deserve a better night’s sleep”
Ø“You deserve to look better”
Ø“Get the money you need; get the money you deserve”

• Cultural context: Americans increasingly view giving into 
temptation as acceptable; credit cards are “lifestyle 
facilitators” 



Consumer Debt and Temptation
• Consumers often get into debt by failing to resist 

temptation
• Debt is often both about “self” and “situational” causes



Context of Study
• Consumers enrolled in a Debt Management Program (DMP)
• In 2011, more than 3 million consumers received counseling 

from a credit counseling service
• The National Foundation for Credit Counseling has 90 

member agencies and 700 offices throughout the U. S.
• Agencies are nonprofit and community-based
• Program only works if consumers will live on a budget –

typically counselors design budgets with little room for 
discretionary spending



Our Research Focus
• Lived experience of temptation while in a DMP
• Consumers in a DMP are likely to have a history of giving into 

temptation 
• Consumers in a DMP now face temptation with constrained 

resources
• How DMP clients deal with temptation affects their 

success/failure in the program



Our Research Design – CCCS-OC

• CCCS-OC identified DMP clients who have email addresses
• Accepted participants until sample reached 100
• Participants who completed initial questionnaire emailed a 

questionnaire link once each week for the next 11 weeks
• Incentives for participation
• Also, we have a complete data set with payment histories 

and outcomes along with demographics for all CCCS-OC 
participants – 1600+



Survey Questions

• Reason for debt
• Goals for program
• Support
• Coping strategies
• Stress (including type of stress)
• Locus of control/style consciousness
• Temptations from previous week



12 Weeks of Narratives
• Open-ended questions
• Temptations in previous week, how often tempted, 

good/service most tempting
• Whether they purchased product and why (or why not)



Why did DMP Clients Get Into Debt?
• Many participants start out by listing “understandable” 

reasons for their debt (medical expenses, job loss, school)
• And finish by listing clearly excessive reasons for debt (travel, 

buying too much stuff, living beyond our means)

Lari White



Multimodality in debt: How did you 
get in this situation?
• “During college I had many expenses, like books and I had to 

pay for some of my classes, I needed a car to move around, and 
because I could only work part time I had to get into debt. After 
that, I wanted to travel and I used my credit card for that too.”

• “Supporting out of state family, too many credit cards and too 
much credit. Continued refinancing of mortgage until monthly 
payment was too high to manage.”

• “A number of reasons…one-time medical expenses, costs 
supporting our children, transportation needs outstripped our 
cash flow. Credit was cheap….the consequences of ever-
growing credit balances did not appropriately scare us….”



Temptation Questions
• Tempted in previous week?
• How often were you tempted?
• Most tempting product/service?
• Where were you tempted?
• What were you thinking?
• Did you buy the item?
• Why or why not?



Findings
• What products were regularly reported as tempting?



Findings
What products were regularly reported as tempting?

• All hedonic categories:
Food (any food that was judged to be “more than basic”)
Clothing, shoes, makeup
Home decorating
Gifts and other special events purchases
Electronics (Cell phone, TV, videogames, iPad)



During temptation episodes, 
participants…

1. Try to justify purchases of hedonic products
2. Attempt to manage emotions related to temptation
3. Focus on “working the program,” on the temptation, or 

both
4. If successful, develop a new and improved financially 

sober identity



Justification

• Expending effort: “[I purchased] a clothing item for myself [at a] 
department store. I haven’t made any huge purchases for myself 
since last year, thus I wanted to get something even if it wasn’t a 
necessary purchase.”

• Emotion repair: “[I was thinking] if I make this purchase [clothing 
and holiday decorations] it will make me feel better.”

• Physical states: “Food. It’s always food with me…Driving past fast-
food restaurants...Hungry, tired, stresed. I’ve been working two 
jobs for a long time...it is very easy for me to rationalize spending 
money on food as I...spend so much time on the road.”

• Social norms; workplace image: “There are several outfits I cannot 
wear because I don’t have the right color/type of shoe to go with 
it. Frustrating because it limits my wardrobe for work. Tried to 
justify purchase and even checked discount stores and secondhand 
places”



Justification (Con’t)

• Social Norms; obligations to participate in social events and 
festivities: “Wanted to surprise them [a family member] and 
make them feel special on their birthday. Had feelings of 
disappointment, embarrassment and guilt for not being able 
to afford much.”

• Deals: “It was an emotional impulse to want the item –
considering I hadn’t made any large personal purchases in a 
while, I thought I would let this particular purchase slide. 
Plus, it was on sale.”



“Go Emotions”
• “Felt like I wanted the item no matter what…” 
• “ I had an overwhelming desire to buy the product”
• “Excitement…family would be happy to have it.”
• “I thought about how much better my life would be with that 

item” 

“Stop Emotions”
• “Tempted then frustrated because I couldn’t [buy it]” 
• “Really anxious and depressed that I wanted to get my 

daughter more toys for her birthday, but we just couldn’t 
afford it.”

• “I felt disappointed that I couldn’t shop like I used [to]”
• “Discouraged and dejected at times. It’s hard to realize that I 

work hard but I can’t enjoy my earnings because of my debt.”



Case study in emotion 
management: Target is the Devil!
• Week 1: She resists the pajamas, saying, “I would rather pay 

my bills than have new pajamas.”
• Week 4: She resists, but the temptation is growing. “Target –

always Target! Damn you Target!!! You are the Devil!!!...My 
pajamas at home are tattered and torn, but still technically 
wearable…THIS SUCKS! And I wish I had extra money to buy 
these pajamas!”



The Target Story continued
By week 8, she gives in: “I was waiting for my husband's payroll 
to come in – and it finally did, so I had to do Target shopping.” 
She admits to finally buying the “very needed pajama 
bottoms” as they were “on sale.”



Target	Addiction	Starts	Early:	
Girl,	3,	celebrates	birthday	with	Target-themed	party



Outcomes
• Resist
• No purchase; smaller purchase; planned purchase

• Purchase, without consequences
• Relatively small purchase, often considered over multiple weeks

• Purchase, with consequences 
• Rearrange budget; miss DMP payment, car payment or 

utilities payments





Program Success

• It is now 2017 – we know a lot about who failed in the 
program (failure = missed two consecutive payments; 
success = finished programs or still making payments)

• 73 out of 100 participants either completed the program, or 
self-administered

• 23 failed
• What’s the difference between failure and success?



What We Predicted
• Less social support ➡ failure  
• More stress ➡ failure 
• More perceived financial stress ➡ failure 
• More temptation episodes ➡ failure 
• Style consciousness ➡ failure
• Smaller budget float ➡ failure 



What We Predicted
• Less social support ➡ failure  
• More stress ➡ failure 
• More perceived financial stress ➡ failure 
• More temptation episodes ➡ failure 
• Style consciousness ➡ failure
• Smaller budget float ➡ failure 



What did predict success?
Positive Attitude!

• Quantitatively
• Checking off more “coping skills” from our list of 21
• Much more likely to choose “Looking for the positive” as the most 

important coping skill
• Qualitatively – even more interesting – 3 attitude patterns:

• Mindless
• more likely to exit the survey after first week
• Those that stayed exhibited anger and/or lack of acceptance
• Self-discourse is limited: e. g. I want it, have the money in bank, etc. 

• Acceptance
• Battling back the negative with positive emotions; still tempted, but small 

temptations worked into budget; Self-discourse includes belief that previous 
buying was “to fill a hole” (consistent with “ego depletion” theory)

• Distance from “go” emotions: may say they felt like they “deserved” the item that 
tempted them, but know they don’t

• Mindfulness
• Resisting temptation seen as victory and development of new skill
• OR Business-like, temptations very limited



Mindlessness & 
Avoidance

• Anger and frustration over their predicament
• Disengagement even as the situation became increasingly dire

“Anxious, like I needed to purchase clothes. It was all I could think 
about.” 
“Stressed out, sweating, but I had to give in.” 
“Spent money I didn’t have. Have had to call utility companies and get 
an extension for payments due. Putting payments on hold to offset 
what I spent.” 
“I spent the money before I balanced the checkbook and realized I need 
to borrow money from payday advance…at over 500% interest.”
“I had a case of the ‘f*** its’…a feeling where you only live once, and I 
deserve it.”



Acceptance
• Trying to separate wants from needs
• Disappointment and struggle make resistance effortful

“I should just treat myself. But I need new brakes which are 
more important and a necessity not a luxury.”
“As always, I try to convince myself I ‘need’ something when I 
really don’t.”
“I felt unaccomplished/defeated despite not spending the 
money.”
“I was wanting for things to be like they used to be. The old 
days when we didn’t worry about paying off the credit card 
every month. It was hard, but I know I can no longer afford 
those things. Sometimes I get weak [and buy things] only to 
return them.”



Beyond Acceptance
• Some participants appraised their situation as an 

opportunity to develop a new skill; focus on important 
values such as family and being less material; and generally 
becoming “a better person.”

• Different individuals have different appraisals of the same 
situation and appraisals cause emotion

• Self-regulation theorists have found that mindfulness 
increases self-regulation and well-being



Mindfulness

• Self-congratulatory stories about successfully resisting temptation
• Developing new financial skills

“[My goal is] not creating any new debt of any kind and to see [the] big 
picture and think with a positive attitude.” 
“Keep my eyes on the prize (paying off the big one through CCCS). I get a 
little closer each month and it’s really feeling within reach.” 
“I don’t need things to make me happy. I have a happy family.” 
“Taking care of my bills & family come before my self-gratifying material 
needs.” 
“This week I took the positive outlook, happy to have a job that pays my 
bills and happy that I have my health…I love to work in the garden…”



Mindfulness/Victory!

• (1) Pausing, (2) bringing to mind important core values or 
goals, (3) experiencing mixed emotions related to 
temptation, then letting them pass, and (4) experiencing 
pride from resisting.

“[I felt] deprived or impulsive. But after just waiting a few minutes 
and walking around, the feeling passed and I was able to walk away 
feeling good about resisting.” 
“I REALLY REALLY wanted it. I stared at it for a long time. I prayed 
about it in my head and I walked away. It was awesome. I felt very 
free” 
“Along the way, I’ve had to pinch every penny, watch any and all 
expenditures, but I feel like I’ve grown as a person.” 



Experiencing pride

• “[I want to] continue to move toward the goal no matter 
how hard…and this week was hard as there was not enough 
money to get through the week; but we made it and are 
better for it.”

• “[Feeling good after resisting] is getting easier to evoke and 
[it’s] easier to resist ... temptations.”

• “I pay attention to how good it feels not having so many bills 
to pay.”



Mindful, Accepting and Mindless 
Responses to Temptation



Mindlessness to Mindfulness by 
Program Outcome

Participant Category Drop	out Complete Self-Admin Total

Mindful 1 25 4 30

3.3% 83.3% 13.3% 100.0%

Accepting 11 19 9 39

28.2% 48.7% 23.1% 100.0%

Mindless	 11 5 1 17

64.7% 29.4% 5.9% 100.0%

Total 23 49 14 86

26.7% 57.0% 16.3% 100.0%



Conclusion

• With a tight budget, temptation is a mixed emotion  -- there 
are “go” and “stop” emotions

• When tempted, participants either successfully exerted 
counteractive control and (1) resisted, (2) planned, (3) 
limited their purchases OR (4) they gave in.

• Participants who used more coping skills, and who coped by 
having a positive outlook, were more likely to succeed in the 
program.

• Acceptance led to compliance with the program; 
mindfulness led to embracing higher-level meanings and 
values related to resisting temptation.



And Remember…


